
Do's and Don'ts 
every model should know...



D0's
D0. Arrive on time, and by "on time" we

mean 10 min before your call time!

1.

 

 

2. DO. Be polite and professional

 

3. DO. Study the shooting theme and bring

references. 

 

4. DO. Be prepared! Practice your walk,

poses, and faces in the mirror before you

go.

 

5. DO. Have everything talked before the

shooting. Like payment, hours of work, etc.

It’s better to have everything straighten

out from the very beginning.

 

 

“Early is on time and on time is late"

to everyone!



D0's
 

6. DO. Arrive on set clean shaven, have a

clean face, and clean hair.

 

7. Be honest! It's okay to tell them if you

don't have a lot of experience. 

 

8. ALWAYS bring a pair of black and nude

heels.

 

9. Bring simple clear, nude nails. 

 

10. Do your best and have fun!



D0n'ts
D0N'T cancel a shooting last minute unless

there is a health emergency or that you’re

very ill. 

1.

 

Remember there is a whole team behind a

shooting, So that’s a big no-no!

 

 

2. DON'T leak pictures from the shooting on

your social accounts.  Always ask permission

before posting anything. Some companies or

photographers don’t enjoy having their work

already online before the final result.

 

 

3. Don't come with make-up on or your hair

done at the shooting (unless you've been asked

before). 

 

4. DON’T Mistreat the clothes. 

 

5.  DON'T play it safe and stay in the same

pose. Mix it up with innovative poses.



D0n'ts
6.   DON'T let hating how your hair or

makeup is done affect your performance.

Model through it.

 

7. NEVER change your hair/makeup once they

do it. Some models don't like the way they

look, and they go to the bathroom and do

retouch. 

THIS IS RUDE AND UNPROFESSIONAL!

Go back to rule n.6, model through it. 

 

8. DON'T bring your friend/mom/boyfriend or

girlfriend to set. (Unless you're under

18). 

 

9. DON'T apply for projects that you are

not even available to do. Some models apply

for projects  on certain dates that they

are not available for or in styles they do

not want to do. D0N'T APPLY IF YOU CAN'T DO

THE JOB!

 

10. Don't complain. 
 



 Now you know
some of the basic rules to becoming a great and

professional model!


